
EDEN: A Short Film 

Evaluation 

Over the course of the past 4 months, I have set out to plan, write and produce a 10-minute 

short film of my own. Although I have found this project tough, I have pushed through and 

worked hard to create a product that matches my original idea. I feel that I have successfully 

created a product around the base of my original plan, but many I faced many issues and 

changes along the way. 

My plan was to create a dark contemporary fantasy 10-minute short film, centred around 

Edward, as he goes through his repetitive, lonely life suffering from mental health issues, and 

is finally taken by Eden and The Narrator, Eden representing his depression, and The Narrator 

being a mysterious figure that is open to speculation. I had the hopes to use this film as a 

form of creative entertainment to showcase my skills as a filmmaker, but also to bring to light 

mental health issues and how they can affect anyone. I also aimed to create an open text 

piece that is open to negotiation by the audience about hidden meanings and symbols and 

what the film truly means. 

Products Purpose 

I planned to create my product for the purpose of entertainment, but to also use hidden 

meanings to shed light on mental health issues, especially to my target audience, as young 

people are most likely to be affected by this issues and feel that society is trying to ignore 

them or hide its existence. In doing this, I feel I followed all appropriate codes and 

conventions that a film like mine should follow, especially surrounding mental health as it is a 

significant and meaningful topic 

 In terms of its purpose to be a form of entertainment, I feel that my final product fits the 

purpose well as the film is entertaining and engaging, even if it is missing parts from my 

original plan. I believe I have created a quality product that the target audience can be 

interested in viewing and can have a discussion about. I believe I have made a successful and 

entertaining product that works well as a film, and showcases my skills as a creator in the 

media. 

Despite this, I feel that the purpose of using hidden meanings to raise awareness and bring to 

light mental health issues didn’t work as well as I had hoped. I wanted to create a piece that 

shows just how depressed and alone and repetitive some people can feel, even if they cover 

it up with kindness and by seeming happy. I feel that this idea in my production didn’t show 

as much as I had planned, which makes the piece seem like more of an entertainment piece 

than its original purpose.  

I feel if I was to rewrite this film again, I’d make sure to include more signifiers of this 

message and meaning I’m trying to raise awareness about, in the characters, locations and 

mise en scene, as I feel strongly about this issue and that it needs more awareness in the 

modern world. I did gather some feedback from others that said ‘I feel the message your 

trying to get across doesn’t show as much as I thought it would, which is a shame as I can see 

that it’s trying to be there, so maybe an improvement would be to add in something that gets 
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this point across.’ This is a valid point that a few of my audience gave feedback on, which, if I 

was ever to do this again, I would keep in mind and improve on to fit the audiences wishes. 

The Project 

Throughout this project, I have encountered many ups and downs. From my initial proposal 

for the film at the beginning to the final production of the piece at the end, I have worked 

through a variety of different tasks, some proving difficult to me.  

Overall, I feel my production has come together well, despite the struggles and issues along 

the way. I feel the piece is a version of how I imagined it to be, even with the number of 

changes I had to make, and reflects my initial idea and proposal well.  

Proposal & Research 

This section was the first part of my project, and the beginning of me developing my film 

idea. Overall, I feel it went well and many of the documents I created through this section 

aided me throughout the production up until the completion of the final film. 

In the proposal section, I completed a range of detailed documents discussing why I wanted 

to make the film, my initial proposal for the film and how I have grown as a filmmaker to get 

to this project, and an action plan, so I layout the activity of the production and work to this 

layout so I can finish the film successfully and on time.  

All documents I produced in this proposal section proved to be useful throughout the 

duration of the project. Of all the documents I wrote, I feel that the action plan was the most 

useful to me, as I used this to keep track of my scheduling and stay on time with the project, 

which despite complications, I managed to do. The other two documents I didn’t revisit much 

throughout the project as they were more useful to me at the start of the project when I was 

developing my idea into a film, rather than throughout the project when I had a fully 

developed film to work on. 

I don’t feel there are many improvements I could make to this section as I feel it went well 

and it fulfilled its purpose to the project. Though, I do think I could have planned out my 

project in my action plan a little better as I ran over schedule at some points and struggled 

sticking to the project, which is an improvement I would make if I was to do this project 

again. 

As for the research section of my project, I completed many documents of the course of the 

production. To begin with, I made some personal research, documenting all my ideas for the 

film and including some primary research on effects, equipment, locations etc. I then went on 

to taking a few shots of the locations I will film at, a questionnaire to gather feedback from 

my target audience about my idea and the genre I am aiming for, some research on the 

influences I have had to this film and my own filmmaking career, a distribution plan, that 

follows on from work in a different unit that details how I will proceed to distribute my film 

upon completion, and a document that details how I plan to get noticed on my chosen 

platform of YouTube. 

 

This section didn’t go as well as I had hoped as it was very stressful to complete as I had 
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already planned my idea out well, so finding relevant research was a tough challenge, and 

also many of the sources I found didn’t hold much relevance to my film at all. I also feel that, 

of all the documents I produced throughout these first two sections, the research hasn’t 

been useful to me for the duration of the project as I had hoped for. I haven’t returned to the 

research I produced throughout the production of my film, as it is designed for. I didn’t feel 

that I really needed to as I had a clear idea of what I was doing, and the research I had 

produced to aid me became irrelevant and forgotten. I feel that if I was to revisit this project, 

I would improve on my research skills, gathering relevant information that will aid me in 

making my film, and will be useful to revisit later on down in the project. 

Planning 

In this planning stage, I produced all my relevant documents for my film. This is the section 

where the production comes to life. In this section, I produced my screenplay/script, shot list 

to keep track of my shots, job list to assign and keep on top of all jobs that need to be done, 

call sheet to contact my actors and crew when needed, risk assessment to assess the safety 

of each location we will film at, and my experimentation, to test out a few ideas I will 

incorporate into the final film. 

This section went very well as this is a strong point of mine. I was eager to produce all 

documents to a strong standard, especially the screenplay as this is my strength in 

filmmaking. This all proved to be very useful to me as I could then move on to producing my 

film, and I looked back on these documents often throughout the production when I needed 

them. I feel it also helped to produce them to a high standard as they were more useful to 

me this way as it allowed me to produce my production quicker and to a more successful  

quality. I feel the only let down came from the experimentation as I feel it wasn’t as relevant 

and influential to the final product as I had hoped it would be. 

In terms of improvements, I don’t feel there are many to be made to this section in particular 

as I feel it went as well as I had wanted it to. I do feel that I could have made improvements 

and change the script as the dialogue I had written wasn’t as effective when it came to 

hearing it be performed, so I would definitely rewrite and perfect the script if I was to make 

this film again to a more successful standard. I also feel the experimentation I made could 

have been better, as it wasn’t as useful to me as I had thought, so I would improve on this by 

maybe doing more experimentation on the effects and sound of my production before I 

made the final piece, so that I could get everything to a quality standard. Apart from those 

small improvements, I feel that everything was successful and couldn’t be done any 

differently. 

Production & The Film 

This was the biggest section of my project. Using all the documents I had made previously, I 

made the final piece I would showcase to my target audience. The production stage had its 

ups and downs, encountering many issues in both production and post-production that 

slowed down the schedule a little bit, but I pulled through and worked as best I could to meet 

the deadline. 

Overall, I feel that the production could have gone better than it did. I ran into many issues 

during this stage of the project and it became very tough to see what I was completing the 
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project for. First of all, I couldn’t get my crew together for 2 weeks from the original plan as 

they were busy at different times, although this was a minor setback that I could easily work 

with even with one member of the crew pulling out last minute, leaving me to fulfil their role 

as well as my own. I then encountered issues with equipment for the film, as I was left using a 

sound kit that was quickly put together and broken, LED lighting that weren’t as bright as I 

needed them to be as they were damaged and a tripod that wouldn’t support my camera. 

This made the production harder to complete to a successful standard as I didn’t have 

successful working equipment to use. Also, with the hectic schedule these issues created, I 

then found out when it came to post-production that some of the shots I needed were 

missing and had to be filled with something else. 

In terms of things that went well with the production, I don’t think there were many. This was 

tough on me as I hoped things would run smoothly and id only encounter a small number of 

setbacks as I know all films run some problems, but this production did not go well at all. If I 

was to do this production again, I would definitely make many improvements to make sure 

the film runs smoothly and I don’t encounter the same amount of issues as I did this time, 

making sure I pick a better crew, use better equipment that works properly, and I would just 

generally improve on the quality of the production all together. 

As for the post-production, I felt this went a little better than the production, but still had its 

fair share of issues. First of all, the software I was using updated to the latest version, but was 

crashing and lagging, which made it difficult to edit with, but was something I managed to 

deal with. When I began exporting and editing the footage together, I found out that some of 

the shots I had filmed were either corrupt, missing or were bad quality, making them 

unusable. This meant that I had to use other filler shots, that didn’t have much relevance to 

the film, to plug the gaps that this lost footage had made. I also ran into some issues 

regarding the sound, as the sound kit I was using was broken, which left a bad quality sound 

on the audio recording as there was loud background noise on the dialogue pieces. I 

managed to work around this by using the audio from the kit for the outdoor scenes, where 

the wind can still be heard but there was nothing I could do about this, and using the audio 

from my camera in other scenes, as this sounded better than the sound from the kit. There 

was also an issue with the effects I used, as the ones I had pre-made from the proof of 

concept scene had gone due to the software update, which meant that I had to use simple 

overlays to create the portal as I didn’t have time to make another effect again. 

As I result of these setbacks, the film lost the successful quality I was seeking, which means 

that there would be many improvements to be made with post-production if I was to ever 

complete this project. I would definitely aim to set more time for the post-production to be 

done in as this was longest and most stressful section of the whole project, which would 

allow me to make sure I have everything I need, and to produce a better quality of editing on 

my film. I would also make sure the software I use is updated and ready to be taking on the 

task before I begin so that I know if I will be able to use it or not, or whether I would have to 

use a different software. A similar point to this, I would make sure that all assets I was 

planning on using are still there, and if they aren’t, set aside some time to make them and fix 

this issue. I would also make sure the sound quality is good when filming, so that if not this 
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can be sorted, although in this project, this wasn’t down to me as I borrowed the equipment, 

so next time, I would maybe use my own equipment. 

Apart from the setbacks I encountered throughout the whole of production, I feel the film 

was still a good quality product in the end. I managed to create an entertaining product that 

showcased my filmmaking talents and ideas, and still highlighted mental health issues, even if 

this wasn’t in the way I originally planned. I managed to capture and identify the target 

audience that I aim for at  this point in time.  

Many of the shots I believe worked well. The sound I used could have been better but 

captured the drama and mystery I was aiming for. My choice to use no soundtrack I feel was 

a different experimentation to the usual use in films, proving that not all films need a 

soundtrack to be effective. This choice seemed to have different views from the audience 

though, with some saying its ‘a nice idea and different to other films that use a soundtrack 

throughout the film, while others said ‘It was a bad idea, a bad choice, there needed to be a 

soundtrack.’ I personally thought that not including The Narrator as a character and instead 

adding text from his point of view was more effective to the storyline but could have been 

presented better than it was in the final edit. I also feel the credits where good quality and 

effective after the end scene of the film. 

I feel the film could have been improved by the many ways I have said previously. If I was to 

revisit the project again in the future, I would definitely redo everything again to a more 

successful quality. I feel I would improve through first, rewriting the whole idea for the film, 

and then working from there to creating a final product to be proud of, and that the audience 

would want to view and then follow my work. 

Feedback 

Upon screening the film to a small selection of my target audience and also my clients, I 

gathered a range of feedback on their views. The majority of the audience liked the film, 

saying it was ‘an interesting concept of being trapped in the loop of life’ and was ‘very 

cinematic’ taking inspiration from the likes of Groundhog Day and Spirited Away.  

They said that the groundhog day scene fitted in well with the story as it left them 

‘wondering when the scene would be broken’ giving a sense of realism of life being a trap. 

There was also ‘enigma used throughout’, especially in the final scene as the audience 

wondered where the characters were going to from that point but would never find out. The 

client also pointed out that he liked the ‘contrast between the green and urban setting’ that 

signified a new start, and the differentiation between the ordinary world and the beginning 

of an extraordinary world, which he liked. The audience also said they liked the use of lighting 

in the scene that shows the portal and a close up of the character, as it signified the light 

shining through the darkness, a sign of hope for the main character. Also the station location 

seemed to go down well with the audience, as they stated that ‘it connotes a journey that 

the character is about to take’ and this was effective. The client made one final comment, 

stating that he liked the use of a ‘literary script that gave insight into the characters thoughts 

and feelings, and gave an overall sense of realism to the fictional characters.’ 

The audience and client did give comments on the parts they thought could have been 

different. To start with, they said the text on the screen went too quickly so it was hard to 
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read and get a grasp of. They also said that, although the groundhog day scene was good and 

liked the symbol behind it, it was ‘a bit too much’ and ‘repeated too many times, as it got the 

message across in two rather than four takes. They also said that there was some ‘unneeded 

shots’ in the film that took a ‘serious situation and cut to a distracting piece with no 

relevance to the scene’. The client also made a point that, although the sound was good, it 

wasn’t a good idea to have no soundtrack throughout the whole film.  

Overall I think that this feedback is relevant and very useful to me. I agree with all the points 

the audience and client made, and will take their ideas and feedback into consideration to 

make improvements if I do ever revisit this project in the future. 

Conclusion 

Overall, I feel that through the ups and downs I have faced in this project, it still went well. I 

was able to produce a quality piece to a deadline, whilst experimenting with my own 

filmmaking techniques and target audience. From this point, I would like to use what I have 

learnt throughout this project to better develop my career in film and writing, taking into 

consideration what people think of my work and using it effectively. I would also like to revisit 

this project again in the future, to make a better quality piece based on the ideas I have 

worked with throughout this project.  


